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Magnus Irvin is an artist. He was born, lives & works in 
London. His work reflects an interest in institutions such 
as the seaside, music halls, pub culture, street furniture, 
ectoplasm & the environment.

He works in a wide variety of media including film,  
printmaking, publications, cardboard, sculpture, live 
performance & cake. He is interested in self improvement 
through travelling, fishing, beer & levitation.

 
Welcome to the Fly Club.Images: Christos Hatjoullis
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WELCOME TO THE 
FLY CLUB
by Ray McNeill

To enter into the shadowy subterranean world of Magnus 
Irvin’s Fly Club through the Viktor Wynd portal is to step 
into a place without time, where half glimpsed dreams &  
erstwhile nightmares rub shoulders with the darkly 
humorous, the raving mad & the muted chimera of legend. 
Magnus Irvin’s most recent work mines a rich seam whose 
influences are as Catholic as his predilections; from early 
surrealist notions proposed by Roland Penrose & made 
manifest in his re-imagining of the ‘Cabinets of curiosity’ of 
yore, where, in his world, miscellany collided to expose the 
baffling & yet beautiful rather than a catalogue of numbered 
& labelled ‘dead’ objects. Breton wrote “the marvellous is 
always beautiful; everything marvellous is beautiful; nothing 
but the marvellous is beautiful”. Leap 40 years into the future 
where Michael Bentine & Bruce Lacey are busy creating a 
parallel universe in Thames TV’s ‘Potty Time’ with its 
absurdist approach to the notions of proper art rendered 
with a child-like glee, complete with cardboard models, 
hand puppets & surreal dialogue. Influenced as much by 
music as ‘art’ in his early years of academe at Walthamstow 
Art College & labouring under the shadow of the imposing 
Stalinist era edifice that is Walthamstow Town Hall, Irvin 
has ploughed a furrow following in the footsteps of such 
geniuses as Viv Stanshall, Ian Dury, William Morris, & Roger  
Ruskin Spear...

Irvin’s enthusiasm for the journey (of creation) & the 
uncertainty of its end & final outcome (often at odds with 
‘the plan’) allows him to imbue his work with both a sense of 
wonder & a queasy uneasiness. Witness the ‘Bug Bar Noir’ 
where a hapless habitué lies dead in a pool of blood bathed 
in the sodium glare of a street lamp as the curtains flap in 
a sinister breeze. What starts out as a simple maquette or  
sketch often evolves into a thing hitherto unseen. In another 
work we see the Fly Police display team slowly pirouetting 
in formation for the delectation of their comrades who are,  
(quite literally) glued to their seats, mute & in awe. Both 
performers & audience locked in an eternal embrace from 
which neither party can escape. Timeless & marvellous. 

These tableaux or stage sets also utilise another lineage that 
harks back to Philip James de Loutherberg, (amongst others) 
a gifted painter, set designer & creator of miniature mechanical 
theatre he called ‘Eidophusikon’ (from the Greek, “image of 
nature”) which were widely admired when he travelled them 
through Europe in the early 1800’s. Irvin has taken this a step 
or two further utilising his cherished cardboard, dead insects, 
& a healthy dash of Hancock to create a series of tableaux 
‘mordant’ complete with a nod to such modish pastimes as 
serial killing & cannibalism where the stage is set for an all you 
can eat buffet of your nearest & dearest. 

Ultimately the Fly Club is not an exclusive, private members 
organisation but one to which we all belong – the club of life.
Irvin’s work has always celebrated life’s idiosyncrasies & in 
these small scale scenarios he explores the drama, pathos & 
joy that are the essence of the universal human experience.

Welcome to life. Welcome to The Fly Club.



4 PIECES FOR THE 
4TH PLINTH
Magnus Irvin’s reputation 
as a public artist remains 
unimpeachable. 

For this exhibition he presents four 
kinetic & interactive projects for the 
vacant, 4th plinth site in London’s 
Trafalgar Square.

 
Aphrodite at the Waterhole.
 
Mr. Irvin’s choice of soap as the medium for this sculpture makes a clever observation on 
life, longevity, permanence & personal hygiene whilst also acknowledging the influence 
of Hancock on contemporary sculpture.

pg 159 – Aphrodite at the Waterhole

pg 160 – 11 Lords A'Leaping

pg 161 –    The Jack Hargreaves Memorial Sculpture

pg 162 – The Digital Rectal Examination
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The Jack Hargreaves Memorial Sculpture
 
This poignant representation of Jack using his priest to club a trout will serve to remind 
us of the fresh air, green fields & clear rivers that lay outside of the city.  A loud gong 
will sound each time Jack strikes the fish at random intervals reminding us that the 
regimentation of time is a human construct.

 
11 Lords A'Leaping
 
Commiss ioned by a Gin company to celebrate Christmas this kinetic & musical piece 
would be most appropriate for placement on the 4th plinth. Whilst celebrating the 
f ine tradition of sadism & perversion in upper class , male dominated society it also 
serves to revive interest in the private lives of the judiciary. Always a good laugh.
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The Digital Rectal Examination 

 
To promote prostate cancer awareness Mr. Irvin presents this 1:50 scale model. Many 
men find the prospect of the DRE daunting but it is actually the best bit of the 
often uncomfortable diagnostic process of prostate cancer. Should the sculpture 
not find a place in Trafalgar Square it would be equally effective suspended above Old 
Street roundabout.
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Spider Shows Fly The Lampshade She Made From His Dead Relatives.
 
In a piece that references the activities of Ed Gein, Dennis Nilsen & Ilse Koch, Mr. 
Irvin presents a light-hearted look at using corpses for decoration

 
The Great Message Machine.
 
Another suggestion for a public artwork. The machine will randomly select a word 
which will then be beamed by a powerful light onto the underside of clouds above 
London. A wonderful conundrum to those who like to find meaning in artworks.

EIDOPHUSIKONS
Stage Sets & Interiors
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Clock Tower. 
 
A surrealist inspired attempt to reintroduce town centre sculpture on a grand scale. 
A 1:100 scale model.

 
Teacher Tells Her Pupils That Jellyfish are Really Aquatic Spiders.
 
In this age of false news & historical negationism we see a member of the educational 
class manipulating the truth to deceive her students. Using revisionist tactics as 
seen in Stalin’s Russia & Mao’s China the teacher blatantly promotes arachnoid  
ethno-imperial racism.
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A Dragonfly Dreams of her Departed Children.
 
Poignant, whimsical & sad.

 
Shouting Box.
 
In an age of false celebrities who have nothing interesting to say this eloquent 
sculpture speaks for all of us. 
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Bug Bar Noir.
 
The window is open, the streets are empty & the bar deserted apart from a corpse 
laying in a pool of its own blood. Somewhere in the shadows a murderer is waiting.

 
Fly & Wasp Go To See The Beetles.
 
In a small underground club up north a couple of friends enjoy listening to live 
pop music.
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In The Second Act Of 'The Moth' By J .p. Bevins, Mrs. Lenehan Makes Dinner For  
Her Family.
 
In times of hardship the resourceful mother has to make do with improvis ing 
her evening meal.

 
The Fly Police Display Team Entertain Their Colleagues With Some Shadow 
Impress ions.
 
It’s tea break in the police station & the flies are having fun.
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Dictator Cake: Adolf Hitler.
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CAKES
Dictator Heads

Victoria Sponge & Sugar Icing

Mr. Irvin’s edible sculptures of some of our favourite mass 
murderers were equally enjoyed by his studio mice who 
tucked in to Idi Amin’s face & Hitler’s mouth & shirt. Thanks 
to the wonders of reconstructive cake surgery he has 
been able to recreate them as wounded veterans. Careful 
examination will reveal small tooth marks.

The Pamela Anderson & 
Paul Robeson Unification 
Cake

Victoria Sponge & Sugar Icing

This cake, made in 2008, spoke of equality, tolerance & the 
success of an unlikely partnership between two perfect 20th 
century icons. Time, however has shown that their alliance 
was not to last. Mirroring our own irreversible ageing process 
the cake now speaks only of inevitable ruin, destitution 
& decay.



 
Dictator Cake: Pol Pot.
 
Dictator Cake: Josef Stalin.
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Dictator Cake: Idi Amin.
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Paul Robeson & Pamela Anderson Flayed Cake.

 
Paul Robeson & Pamela Anderson Flayed Cake - Detail .
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Paul Robeson & Pamela Anderson Flayed Cake - Detail .

 
Paul Robeson & Pamela Anderson Flayed Cake - Detail .


